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O N E  C L I C K  F I X

All About 
ChatGPT
You may have heard of ChatGPT, an
open AI that has been taking the
world by storm. This advanced AI
chatbot goes beyond the chatbots
from the AOL days. ChatGPT can
hold conversations, keep responses
in context with the current
conversation, while pulling in new
information from the world wide
web. The AI is so advanced, it can
write novels, research papers,
computer programs, and more
without the assistance of a human.
ChatGPT can also admit its mistakes
while challenging incorrect premises. 

Top 5 Ways to Keep your
Computer Safe

 Managed Anti-Malware 
 Regular Operating System Updates
 Change Default Passwords / Set PWs
 Safe Search Browser Extensions
 Software from Trusted Vendors
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4.
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What is MFA? What about 2FA? MFA stands for
multifactor authentication and 2FA is a type of MFA.
2FA stands for two-factor authentication. Factors are
ways to verify you are who you say you are. Usually,
the factor is your password. So, what is the second
factor? The second factor can be a variety of things
like a time-based code generated from an app such as
Google Authenticator. It could also be a code sent via
text message to your cellphone. But why is it
important? Let's say an attacker gets ahold of your
username and password; they could log right into
your account! With 2FA though, the attacker would
need your second factor, which is incredibly difficult
to get. An attacker usually can only obtain your 2FA
code through social engineering. Other second
factors you could use are biometric scans, like
fingerprint scans. 



Google uses 1,000 
Computers in 0.2 seconds!
As a search engine, Google relies on
automated algorithms to get your
search results in a heartbeat.

~317 Million New Viruses 
are Discovered Every Day
Every month, almost 5,000 new
computer malware are launched. As
we discover these malicious programs,
we add their signature to the signature
database for anti-malware programs to
use. 

The First 1GB HD was as 
Heavy as a Refrigerator!
In 1980, IBM released the first hard
drive disk breaching the 1GB barrier.
The IBM 3380 was roughly the size of a
refrigerator and was 550 pounds!

The First Virus was 
Creeper
In 1971, the first-ever computer virus
emerged, replicating itself across the
network. The virus would replicated
itself on a computer until the computer
ran out of memory space. 

Fugaku Supercomputer is 
the World's Fastest~
And this supercomputer is roughly
$1 billion!

Amy's Corner:
Did you know 
that...

We can securely
backup all your
files for you!



ENTERPRISE CIO 
SERVICES

We're there when you need us - onsite or by
remote - highly skilled, friendly service that
gets it done. We take care of your servers,
desktops, laptops, network, internet, and
more. Addressing small problems before
they become issues. And if your internet
goes down, we address it immediately.

Have an issue? Let us know, instantly,
through our email ticketing system or
helpdesk phone. We can also receive alerts
regarding your various systems in real time.
Not only can you treat us just like an internal
IT department, but we can act as your CIO.
We provide vision and oversight for your IT -
making sure you're using it as a competitive
advantage, ensuring your projects stay on
budget, and helping you become compliant
with industry regulations. 

WE DO ONSITES OR 
REMOTES 
24/7 /  365

CYBER SECURITY & 
DISASTER RECOVERY
We make sure that your network is secure
form hackers and breaches - and that your
computers and users aren't susceptible to
viruses, malware, and other cyber threats.
From designing a simple server backup to
creating a comprehensive business
continuity plan, our technicians are experts
in data security. They'll keep your data safe
from loss, theft, hackers, and inevitable
zombie apocalypse. 


